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STABILITY. OPERATION.
DIENES DS 8 SENSO PLUS (LED) KNIFE HOLDER.

The innovative DS 8 pneumatic shear-cut knife holder is the product of 100 years of experien-
ce and innovative thinking at DIENES and it is now also available with the latest LED depth  
adjustment. The all-rounder impresses with very high stability, durability and speeds ranging 
up to 3,000 m/min.

The DS 8 Senso plus (LED) pneumatic shear-cut knife holder from 
DIENES with its twin axle guide stands for maximum stability. With  
its extremely accurate and convenient depth adjustment and well- 
designed knife head setting, it also proves its worth when used with 
very thick types of foil and paper and with other materials. Further  
advantages are the user-friendly, time-saving LED display for adjust-
ing the overlap depth, the sensor for identifying knife circumference 
and the overlap depth, which can thus be reproduced, even if the 
knives have different diameters.

The top knife in the DS 8 holder can be positioned precisely and 
securely in relation to the bottom knife using the patented adjusting 
slider. In addition, the knife holder is particularly corrosion-resistant. 
The QR codes affixed to each DS 8 holder were also developed with 
an eye to the future. Users can use this code to access the online 
service page fast and obtain details of spare parts, order numbers 
and documentation and information about knives that can be used in 
the DS 8 with LED depth adjustment. It also provides direct access 
to DIENES’ grinding service that saves time and expense. You can 
obtain further information about DIENES slitting tools at  
+49 2206 605-0 and sales@ dienes.de

Depth  
adjustment 

LED display

Cutting width max. 3,000 m/min

Schnittbreite from 145 mm

Knife diameter,  
external

200 mm 
optional: 180 mm

Knife diameter,  
internal

65 mm and  
90 mm 
optional: 70 mm

Shear angle  
adjustment

yes  
(over angle plate)

Vertical stroke 50 mm

Horizontal stroke 6 mm

Cutting pressure 30–130 N

360° protection yes

Air supply single 
optional: dual

Adjusting slider optional

Non-rusting yes

Cover and ex-
tractor hood for 
dust extraction

optional

Lubricating felt optional


